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It's a Sunday morning in early June and on campus it's an unusually warm 78
degrees. But down by the lakeshore, a cool breeze whips off Superior, dressed in
haze and spiked with small waves. Sometime during a recent night, daring representatives of the Marquette Senior High School graduating class voyaged out to
Third Rock and painted a "10," replacing the Haitian flag with a heart in it that
had shown our sympathies across the waters throughout the winter. Sunbathers
spot the beach and down by McCarty's Cove, I see the bikes of my son and his two
friends, dumped in the grass at the top of the dunes, and them digging in the wet
shore sand. I don't worry about them drowning, as they won't be able to stand the
water for more than a few feet or few seconds before their feet start to freeze. Just
last weekend, my daughter and her friend organized a "random party" at
McCarty's via Facebook, inviting 68 of their pals without ever lifting a phone.
While parties may come together differently these days, it’s great that some
things—like a picnic at McCarty’s— just don't change. The red Coast Guard station stands watch and the rioting lilacs spray their intoxicating perfume on the
wind.
At the edge of the lower harbor, near the breakwall, sits a new Coast Guard station,
though it's tastefully designed to look as if it's been there since the original, in
1890. Bicyclists, joggers, dog walkers, baby strollers move along the bike path,
lined today with condominiums that have replaced old corrugated steel buildings
and the former LS&I railroad offices. Where mountains of coal, often on fire, once
made up the terrain along the water, (alumni from pre-1980s will remember this),
today, people toss Frisbees, lick ice cream cones or lazily lay on the stretch of grass
or chase around in the giant playground. Soon, the park will be filled with vendors
for the 4th of July International Food Fest and fireworks, and other events like Art
on the Rocks, the Blues Fest and U.P. BeerFest. The massive ore dock, which
developers hope to turn into condos and stores, just keeps on being an unmistakable tie to the past (and total mystery to visitors). By the fish dock, nets are tidied
along the front of Thill's Fish House and boaters spray down their vessels, with
names like Dream Catcher and Esperanza.
It is a dream to be able to live here. Where children can be off being children and
Sundays can be spent on the warm sand with a book and the first taste of a long
summer. In a place that has yesteryear charm but the energy and vision of a university town. Where thousands of students have been and continue to be inspired to
follow their own dreams, nurtured on a campus that’s intrinsically linked to the
one-of-a-kind community that surrounds it.
Magazine survey thanks
We’ve been delighted by receiving so many, and such thoughtful responses to our
Horizons readership survey. Thank you if you were one of them. We are keeping
the survey open for another few weeks if you haven’t had a chance to share your
opinions and suggestions. Go to http://tinyurl.com/yg3rwuk. We’ll take your ideas to
heart and try to put them into action in our upcoming issues.
—Rebecca Tavernini
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